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Abstract

Introduction: A growing number and type of nonpharmacological approaches for the management of chronic pain have demonstrated at least modest evidence of efficacy, and for some, there is emerging evidence of their effectiveness in relatively large scale trials. Behavioral approaches are those that generally seek to promote adaptive behavioral change in the service of reducing pain and improving physical and emotional functioning and quality of life. Despite a substantial empirical literature supporting the clinical utility of these approaches, a large number of unanswered questions remain and clinical trials to answer some of these questions are needed. Although considerations for development and enactment of data-analytic plans are generally similar to those in pharmacological trials (eg, intent-to-treat, prespecifying outcomes and time points, and handling of missing data), there may be some important differences to consider when planning and conducting clinical trials examining these behavioral approaches.

Objectives: The primary objective of this article is to describe some aspects of clinical trials for behavioral approaches for the management of chronic pain that requires special consideration.

Methods: Important topics discussed include: (1) intervention development, (2) research design considerations (adequate and appropriate control and comparison conditions), (3) appropriate outcomes, (4) recruitment and sampling biases and blinding, (5) intervention fidelity and adherence, and (6) demographic and cultural considerations.

Results and Conclusions: A number of methodological recommendations are made in the service of encouraging the conduct of high-quality research comparable with that performed for pharmacological and other medical interventions.
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1. Introduction

In 2011, the Institute of Medicine (now the National Academy of Medicine) published its seminal report, Relieving Pain in America, calling for a cultural transformation in pain prevention, care, education, and research and recommending development of “a comprehensive population health-level strategy” to address these issues. In response to the report, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) created a National Pain Strategy that recommended expanded and sustained investment in research, informed by the biopsychosocial model and targeting development and implementation of evidence-based, integrated, multimodal, and interdisciplinary treatments for chronic pain.

Although publications describing behavioral interventions to treat patients with chronic pain have a long history, pharmacological treatments continue to be the preferred treatment. This is despite the fact that the evidence supporting the efficacy of the treatments is modest at best for pharmacological as well as frequently provided invasive treatments (eg, nerve blocks, epidural steroids, and implantable devices). Moreover, these pharmacological and invasive treatments may have significant adverse effects. For example, over the past 2 decades, there has been a dramatic rise in the sale of prescription opioids in the United States and this has coincided with the rise of opioid-related adverse outcomes and overdose deaths. This has resulted in renewed interest in access to effective behavioral approaches designed to promote adaptive behavior change such as educational, psychosocial, exercise or movement, and some complementary approaches as alternatives and adjuncts to traditional medical and surgical interventions.
Despite a substantial empirical literature supporting the clinical utility of behavioral approaches, a large number of unanswered questions remain. For example, few studies have been designed to directly compare these approaches with each other or in combinations with more traditional medical, surgical, or rehabilitation interventions. Some of these interventions are complex with multiple components (eg, cognitive-behavioral therapy [CBT]), delivered in different formats (eg, group, individual, and significant-other involvement), intensities, and duration (eg, number of sessions and variable time course); the mechanisms underlying positive outcomes, and the necessary and sufficient components are unknown. Although it is recognized that these approaches may be more effective for specific pain conditions, most clinical trials have limited their applications to conditions such as chronic low back pain, osteoarthritis, fibromyalgia, and headache, leaving it unclear whether the approach may be helpful for persons with other conditions (eg, neuropathic pain). Similarly, despite repeated calls from experts in the field, few studies have been designed with adequate power to examine important moderators of treatment effects such as age, sex and gender, race and ethnicity, or specific clinical characteristics. Of course, the same is largely true for virtually any clinical problem and intervention type. Moreover, as is true for pharmacological, medical, and surgical treatments, there are scant data as to the long-term benefits of these treatments.

It is important to appreciate that although much of the guidance for clinical trials of pharmacological approaches described in other articles in this series and outlined in a number of U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and European Medicines Agency (EMA) guidance documents apply to the conduct of clinical trials for behavioral approaches (interested readers are encouraged to explore the FDA website and draft guidance on analgesic medication development), there are also a number of aspects of these latter trials that require particular attention.

The primary objective of this article is to describe special considerations for the design and execution of clinical trials for behavioral approaches for the management of chronic pain in the service of encouraging the conduct of high-quality research comparable with that performed for pharmacological and other medical interventions. The term "behavioral" is used throughout this article, as it is the commonly accepted term to characterize psychosocial interventions, modalities involving exercise and movement, and some complementary approaches. Although that is the focus of this article, much of what we discuss can be applied to other nondrug, nonsurgical, and other noninvasive interventions, such as public health, social work, occupational medicine, occupational therapy, physical therapy, and nerve stimulation and neuromodulatory, among others. Related, the conceptual, historical, and practical contexts for these types of interventions vary considerably. Having acknowledged these differences, we have focused our discussion on some of the specific considerations in research design and methodological issues that may be cross-cutting and generally applicable, and we have included examples from several of these domains. In the service of limiting our focus, the discussion focuses on efficacy trials, as opposed to effectiveness or implementation studies, although many of the concerns discussed are relevant to these later types of trials, as well. Important topics discussed include: (1) intervention development, (2) research design considerations (adequate and appropriate control or comparison conditions), (3) appropriate outcomes, (4) recruitment and sampling biases and blinding, (5) intervention fidelity and adherence, and (6) demographic and cultural considerations. Although these topics are important in all clinical trials, the challenges associated with addressing these domains in behavioral intervention trials may differ from approaches used in pharmacological and medical intervention trials.

Although considerations for development and enactment of data-analytic plans are generally similar to those in pharmacological trials (eg, intent-to-treat, prespecifying outcomes and time points, and handling of missing data), there may be some special analysis issues such as in the case of group randomized trials. Although adherence is a concern with all clinical trials, as noted, for treatments requiring patient acceptance such as nontraditional pharmacological and medical interventions, there are some particular challenges as the extent of participant demand may be higher for many behavioral approaches, particularly those that expect patients to engage actively in learning, practicing, and applying new skills and engaging in activities that have previously been avoided.

2. Intervention development

Standard pharmacotherapy trials seeking indications from the FDA and EMA include a set of 4 phases for determining formulation, dosing, safety, and efficacy. Phase 1 trials, usually the initial trials of a new compound in humans, focus on safety, pharmacokinetics, and maximum tolerated dosage. Phase 2 trials are commonly randomized clinical trials (RCTs) designed to compare the active compound with standard care or a placebo with the intent of establishing short-term risks, and preliminary estimates of the efficacy. Phase 3 trials are usually larger blinded RCTs with the intent of establishing the efficacy and monitoring for longer-term adverse events. Finally, phase 4 trials or postmarketing surveillance trials can involve thousands of individuals who have taken the drug with the intent of assessing longer-term safety and efficacy, as well as assessing real-world effectiveness and comparative effectiveness with other drugs in the market, cost-effectiveness, and long-term changes in health-related quality of life (HRQoL).

Common approaches for developing pharmaceutical interventions may not translate well when the intervention involves interpersonal and behavioral factors rather than a medication. As an alternative to the development standards of the FDA, the Stage Model of Behavioral Therapies was proposed in the 1990s to address the unique needs associated with developing behavioral interventions. This model proposes 3 stages. Stage I consists of 2 substages: (1a) therapy development and manual writing, and (1b) pilot and feasibility testing. Stage 1a is the most creative stage and begins with the identification of a theoretical foundation for the disorder, the postulated change process, and the targeted population for the intervention, specification of measures for evaluating the treatment, and clarification of how this treatment differs from other treatments already in existence. The product of stage 1a is a standardized therapist manual of treatment procedures, including initial ideas about appropriate dosing. The process by which the manual is developed at this stage relies heavily on the theoretical basis on which the treatment is based and clinical judgment (eg, content, format, and dose) rather than subjecting each decision to systematic empirical evaluation. Although some work at stage 1a can benefit by simply modifying preexisting established treatments, others may require assessment instrument development, needs assessments of the targeted population, or focus groups to identify relevant content. In addition, while developing treatment, it is important to consider any safety concerns related to appropriate dosing; for example, in exercise-based interventions, the key is
often to find the line between too little and too much activity to improve functioning without leading to injuries or significant exacerbation of pain. It may be worth noting that a growing number of funding agencies and organizations (eg, National Institutes of Health [NIH]) now expect to fund “planning grants” that generally support stages 1a and 1b, for either pharmacological or nonpharmacological intervention research.

Stage 1b involves conducting an initial pilot trial of the new intervention or application. The intent of this stage is to provide initial estimates of efficacy, patient acceptance, feasibility of delivery, and optimal context, to develop procedures for identifying, training, and supervising therapists, and to identify relevant outcomes and relevant comparators. The goal for this stage is to demonstrate that the treatment can be delivered and has merit when delivered under “optimal” conditions—this helps to justify larger studies of the treatment.

Stage 2 focuses on conducting RCTs of the intervention based on a detailed manual and provider training in a standardized and structured environment as a means of supporting the treatment’s efficacy. Stage 2 studies can also be used to determine mechanisms of action.

Stage 3 moves beyond the efficacy to evaluate “effectiveness” in real-world settings in contrast to “efficacy” in a controlled environment. For example, effectiveness trials may be designed to assess the impact of different types of practitioners on the therapy, evaluate whether the intervention retains its benefit for less well-screened patients, and examine benefit in the setting of clinical practice. Cost-effectiveness issues can also be addressed in stage 3. Once the efficacy is established, subsequent stage 3 studies can also be used to dismantle the multiple components of interventions (interventionist attention, patient expectations, theoretical content, duration, and patient adherence) in search of the “active” elements (ie, mechanisms) as well as mediators and moderators of change. In contrast to drug trials, in which dose is often explored earlier, the concept of optimal dosing of behavioral interventions is most often explored once the efficacy is established. Given that toxicity is not typically an issue for psychological and behavioral interventions (although symptom exacerbation and precipitation of emotional distress and associated problems might be raised with some interventions), dosing is not often a critical safety issue. However, intensity is still important to explore, as it may be critical for efficacy and treatment engagement. In summary, the stage model of intervention development is similar to the drug development model in that it applies rigorous methodological standards and approaches at each stage but modifies the intent of each stage to be better matched to the characteristics of behavioral interventions, including a more explicit focus on the theoretical basis for the intervention (Table 1).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key consideration in behavioral clinical trials for patients with chronic pain.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention development</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control groups</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prespecification of outcomes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blinding</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment fidelity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assess patient adherence to treatment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality criteria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cultural sensitivity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
designs, placebo agents that may mimic some side effects of the active drugs are used (ie, active comparators), which helps to mask the fact that the alternative being given is a placebo; however, ethical concerns have been raised about the use of such active comparators (see Rowbotham’s article in this series). Furthermore, in this trial design, because of the double-blinded nature, clinical attention can be equivalent for both groups, allowing researchers to isolate the effect of the biological agent, controlling for both the placebo effect (ingesting medicine and beliefs about what that means) and clinical attention (eg, from study staff). Similarly, in comparative trials of 2 or more pharmacological agents, medications with different biological agents can be compared without much risk of compromising the double-blind nature of the study, and the placebo effect of being enrolled in a study and receiving clinical attention can be equivalent across treatment conditions. Cross-over trials that consist of 2 phases where patients receive each of the alternative treatments with a “wash out” period in between to eliminate the drug effects have some particular advantages, as patients serve as their own controls and this may reduce the sample size required. For behavioral treatments, cross-over trials are more problematic or impossible because for many educational, psychological, and exercise-based treatments, it is impossible to eliminate (“wash out”) the continuing effects of the treatment between phases.

In behavioral intervention research, the gold-standard trial design is less clear, particularly about the ideal comparator or control group. For that reason, behavioral trials have used a wide array of comparator groups in attempts to mimic placebos and the amount of attention included in pharmacological trials. To understand how to best choose a control or comparison group for a behavioral RCT, it is important to consider the purpose of the trial, trial design, and comparator, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of various alternative comparator conditions.

When the primary purpose of a behavioral trial is to determine whether an active treatment is more efficacious than no treatment (or treatment as usual [TAU]), a randomized design and a control group are needed to control for potentially confounding variables, including classic threats to internal validity (eg, selection bias or regression toward the mean) or other rival explanations of effects (eg, the placebo effect or attention). Identifying an ideal control group for this situation is challenging, and depends on what rival explanation investigators are concerned about and why ruling out that rival explanation is important.

Although pharmacological trials typically use comparator or control groups that allow for a double-blind design, this is more challenging with behavioral interventions. Using a design that assigns participants to no treatment, a wait list, or TAU will eliminate the possibility that participants and treatment providers are blind to the intervention. In addition, these types of comparator groups often involve a different amount of participant contact with treatment providers across arms, raising the question of whether differences in clinical attention account for group differences. For this reason, attention control conditions are common in behavioral intervention research.

Unfortunately, attention control conditions also have a number of limitations, and there are no gold standards for developing these types of conditions. First, although clinical attention may be a meaningful and active ingredient for most interventions, which may influence one’s power to detect effects or the types of conclusions one can draw about the efficacy of the intervention, attention can be particularly potent in many behavioral treatments that are dependent or predicated on significant involvement of the therapy provider. Second, as researchers attempt to design attention controls that seem credible to participants, these control groups may contain unintentionally “active” ingredients; this is particularly true when researchers may not clearly know all the possible mechanisms of action in their active conditions. For this reason, it is important to consider carefully the scientific question one wishes to answer and use that as a guide in choosing comparator groups. Despite these challenges, some researchers have shown differences in outcomes with the use of attention control conditions. For example, 1 trial comparing CBT with supportive psychotherapy for vulvodynia found significantly greater improvements in some measures of physician-reported pain and sexual functioning for the CBT condition as compared to the supportive psychotherapy condition, although both groups improved on measures of self-reported pain and emotional functioning. When examining the efficacy of acupuncture, sham acupuncture with superficial entry or sham needle placements has been used as comparator group, with some randomized trials finding benefit for acupuncture as compared to sham acupuncture on measures of pain-related disability and patient functioning; however, some studies have also reported that participants are able to identify sham acupuncture with up to 83% accuracy. Similarly, there have been trials of biofeedback comparing respiratory feedback with noncontingent feedback and trials of physical therapy comparing protocols including patellar taping with protocols including placebo taping.

Several types of control conditions have been described in the literature that may be useful in behavioral trials. Usual care or TAU conditions offer the opportunity to answer the question “would adding my intervention to existing usual care significantly improve patient outcomes?” One drawback of usual care or TAU control conditions is the lack of oversight of what happens in usual care settings. Thus, if providing increased oversight of standardization of TAU control conditions is possible, it may be beneficial. For some research questions, an enhanced or minimally enhanced TAU condition (eg, providing written education to patients or providers) may prove useful; in some situations, constrained TAU (eg, prohibiting the use of a certain type of medication during study participation) may be reasonable. Furthermore, rather than allowing TAU to continue somewhat outside the control of the investigator, if standardized treatment regimens or standards of care exist, offering these interventions to control condition patients may provide a useful comparator group; however, these types of control conditions may be likely to improve outcomes more than traditional usual care, leading to reduced effect sizes and the need for a larger sample sizes. One final consideration is the issue of treatment credibility. Optimally, control and comparison conditions will not differ significantly in terms of participant perceptions of credibility relative to the experimental condition. Measuring participants’ expectations before treatment and perceived treatment credibility after treatment is one way to address this concern.

When choosing a comparator group, considering the stage of trial design along with the scientific question is useful. For example, stage 2 trials focused on demonstrating efficacy may want to consider usual care as routine or minimally enhanced usual care conditions to answer the question “is my treatment better than no treatment, or the treatment typically encountered in routine care?” However, if differential amounts of attention are a major concern for researchers, an attention control condition may be warranted, although it is important to avoid accidentally including active ingredients in these control conditions included in the trial. In stage 3 trials that move beyond efficacy and focus more on effectiveness, usual care or minimally enhanced usual care may be ideal, given that they mimic more real-world settings. These trials may also begin to consider questions related to comparative effectiveness, in which 2 active treatments are
compared. In summary, when conducting an RCT, whether pharmacological, behavioral, or otherwise, no control condition is perfect. Investigators must thoughtfully consider a range of factors when choosing comparator groups, such as the purpose of the comparator, the purpose of the trial, nonspecific effects, treatment credibility, and patients’ expectations of treatment.

4. Outcomes in clinical trials

Traditionally, the primary and often sole outcome in chronic pain treatment studies has been the alleviation of pain. However, there has been growing recognition that functional outcomes (ie, improvement in physical and emotional function) and HRQoL may be at least as important.\textsuperscript{43,44} This is especially important when there is recognition that in the vast majority of cases, currently available treatments, even when they may reduce pain intensity significantly, rarely are capable of completely eliminating pain. This reality can be readily observed in evaluating published reports of trials testing the efficacy of medications with putative analgesic properties (eg, opioids, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, anticonvulsants, and antidepressants).\textsuperscript{52} Typically, in these studies, an entry criterion for enrollment is a self-report rating of pain $\geq 4$ on a 0 to 10 numerical rating scale, with 4 connoting moderate pain. Examination of the outcomes of this large body of research reveals that even when treatment effects on pain reduction are statistically significant, for the vast majority of the sample, on average pain remains $\geq 4$. Thus, even “successfully” treated patients, at the end of the trial, would continue to report pain to be sufficiently high so as to make them eligible to enroll in another clinical trial!

Investigators, clinicians, and patients may believe that if pain is reduced, even when not eliminated, there will be a significant accompanying improvement in physical and emotional functioning and HRQoL. However, there is a large literature demonstrating that there is not a high association between pain, functioning, and HRQoL. That is, reducing pain does not seem sufficient to improve these other important aspects of patients’ lives. In contrast to conventional pharmacological treatments, for some behavioral treatments, pain is not considered the primary outcome. Rather, the emphasis of some studies has been directed toward improvement in functioning and HRQoL. This emphasis has resulted in recommendations that improvement in functioning in various domains of life should be considered as an important outcome as pain reduction. For example, the Initiative on Methods, Measures, and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials (IMMPACT) has recommended assessing outcomes representing 6 core domains: (1) pain, (2) physical functioning, (3) emotional functioning, (4) participant ratings of improvement and satisfaction with treatment, (5) symptoms and adverse events, and (6) participant disposition.\textsuperscript{49}

Investigations of patient preferences for outcomes confirm that although patients view pain reduction as an important outcome for any treatment, they also consider other important outcomes, especially those related to improvement in physical functioning. One large patient survey specifically identified emotional well-being, fatigue, weakness, sleep-related problems, and enjoyment of life as important outcomes from patients’ perspectives.\textsuperscript{49}

A substantial literature exists related to the methods and measures that should be considered as outcomes in all clinical trials evaluating the efficacy and effectiveness of pharmacological as well as behavioral studies.\textsuperscript{48} There are numerous published reviews and critiques of measures to assess physical and emotional functioning and HRQoL as well as pain.\textsuperscript{53,54} Important considerations raised are whether to use generic measures or measures that are specific to the diagnoses of the participants in the clinical trials. For example, IMMPACT recommendations were that for primary outcomes, when available, measures that are disease specific should be considered, whereas generic measures should be considered, at least as secondary outcomes, when there is an interest in comparing effects of treatments across multiple disorders.\textsuperscript{47} IMMPACT suggested several generic measures that might be considered.\textsuperscript{18} Taylor et al.\textsuperscript{13} provided a comprehensive review of a broad array of disease-specific measures that might be considered as appropriate outcomes when assessing physical and emotional functioning along with more general measures of emotional, work-related, and social functioning. These authors also raised the importance of acknowledging that physical function or activity can be assessed using self-report measures and other objective measures (eg, actigraphy and performance). They noted that although self-report measures of activity and objective measures of physical functioning are both important, they are not equivalent and should be considered as complementary as they are providing different information about patient functioning.

Regardless of what constructs are selected as the primary outcome(s), it is essential that investigators prespecify primary and secondary outcomes, providing the rationale for why these were selected, as a means to reduce switching of outcome, or reporting additional outcomes on a post hoc basis. This, of course, is not unique to clinical trials of behavioral interventions, although it may be of particular importance given that behavioral interventions may be of interest in a range of outcomes beyond pain intensity including pain-related physical and emotional functioning and quality of life. Furthermore, researchers should be mindful of the tension between reporting an extensive number of recommended measures and the importance of not overreporting outcomes that were not prespecified.

5. Recruitment, sampling, and blinding

The purpose of an RCT is to evaluate the “true” effect of an experimental intervention. To properly interpret such an effect, one must minimize potential biases that can be introduced by recruitment methodology (ie, minimizing threats to external validity) and the trial methodology itself (ie, minimizing threats to internal validity). There are a number of issues that are important to consider.

For example, the issue of potential recruitment and sampling biases and strategies to overcome them is an important consideration. Although concerns about recruitment bias are appropriate for all interventions described in this series and clinical trials in general, it is reasonable to anticipate that sampling bias is a particular problem for behavioral treatments because persons participating in these trials must be interested and willing to receive what they may perceive as nontraditional approaches, especially ones that may require greater participant burden and responsibility for actively engaging in the intervention. Referral biases for psychological treatments may be commonplace as well because providers may have a tendency to refer patients for these trials who are highly distressed or those with substance abuse problems, whereas others who might benefit are less likely to be referred. Given these possibilities, concerns about generalizability (external validity but not internal validity) need to be addressed (eg, through enhancing advertising strategies, recruitment, and referral methods to reach typically hard-to-enroll patients; by minimizing inclusion and exclusion criteria, or by reducing participant burden to encourage participation by those who typically fail to volunteer to participate).\textsuperscript{27}
In addition to referral bias, additional potential biases in clinical trials arise from 4 primary sources: selection bias (eg, biased allocation to the treatment or comparator groups), performance bias (eg, clinicians favoring or providing unequal care to 1 of the treatment arms), detection bias (eg, unequal assessment of outcomes), and attribution bias (eg, unequal handling of protocol deviations and loss to follow-up). One method of addressing 2 of these sources of bias (ie, performance and detection bias) is the use of “blinding.” Blinding is essentially concealing knowledge of what treatment is being given to whom. Blinded individuals can be study participants, clinicians, assessors of outcomes, or all these groups. Each of these groups of individuals is capable of biasing the estimate of the “true effect” of the treatment. For example, if participants know what intervention they are receiving, their physical, psychological (eg, expectations), or behavioral responses (eg, adherence and retention) could be influenced either in favor of or against the experimental or comparator intervention. When treatment providers are unblinded, there is the potential of their favoring one treatment over another, inadvertently communicating the identity of the treatment to blinded study participants, unequally adding cointerventions or adjusting dosages, and unequally withdrawing participants or encouraging retention in the trial. Unblinded assessors can similarly influence outcomes when they know treatment assignment by unwittingly or intentionally favoring or negatively influencing outcome ratings. Although hard outcomes such as death are relatively immune to this source of bias, more subjective outcomes (eg, quality of life, pain, functional status, and pain and disability severity grading) can be particularly vulnerable to this effect.

Currently, the industry standard for an RCT is the use of double-blind methodology. Although this methodology is easily applicable to pharmaceutical trials (eg, disguising an inert substance), it is more difficult to blind behavioral interventions in this way (eg, therapists and participants must know what type of treatment is being delivered to engage in that treatment). Although it is more difficult to double-blind behavioral treatments, it is possible, at least in some instances. For example, biofeedback can be computerized so as to provide contingent and noncontingent feedback. When not possible to incorporate a double-blind methodology, rather than assuming that all behavioral studies are of lower quality because of a limited ability to blind, it is preferable to blind when appropriate and then evaluate the study’s internal validity based on the overall merits of the study. It is important to resist the temptation to uncritically extrapolate from pharmacological trials and insist on a specific checklist of methodologies for evaluating the merits of all clinical trials. For example, rigorous allocation concealment (ie, the prevention of selection bias by keeping the treatment assignment sequence private before assignment) is also an important part of reducing bias and can be easily applied to most behavioral clinical trials. Thus, when evaluating a study, a thoughtful evaluation of the study in its entirety is needed along with better descriptions of what actually occurred and how safeguards to reduce bias were actually implemented. Some suggestions have been proposed as ways to evaluate the quality of methodologies incorporated within a clinical trial for behavioral treatments, such as precise reporting of both experimental and comparator condition methodology, details about treatment standardization, treatment provider training, characteristics, and adherence, and if and how any blinding was incorporated in the study design.

In cases where blinding of a behavioral study can be accommodated, it is most likely to involve blinding of the outcomes assessor. This usually takes the form of using a centralized assessment of the primary outcome. Examples include using blinded research staff to administer and score self-report questionnaires, videotaping behaviors such as walking or spouse interactions to be later scored by trained raters, or using photographs of physical outcomes such as wound healing to be later scored by independent raters. For some studies, participants and providers can be blinded by being blind to the study hypothesis. For example, the intent of the trial may be to study adherence or self-efficacy rather than the assumed target of the intervention (eg, symptom reduction). In such cases, knowledge of what intervention was being offered would not reveal the intent of the study (eg, adherence) and therefore would be less likely to threaten the internal validity of the study.

An important caveat is that systematic reviews and meta-analyses often express their conclusions in very guarded terms, referring in particular to methodological shortcomings with the potential to bias results, and to the quality of trials. However, most of the commonly used quality scales were devised for drug trials and not behavioral treatments, with obvious differences, such as the impossibility of blinding the treatment provider delivering a behavioral intervention, or of providing a “placebo” condition that is indistinguishable from the active intervention (see Yates et al. for a discussion of these issues and a scale for assessing psychological trials and Boutron et al. for non-pharmacological treatments more generally).

In behavioral treatment outcome studies, traditional blinding of providers and patients poses significant problems as does establishing appropriate control groups. Behavioral trials may be penalized in meta-analyses, systematic reviews, and treatment guidelines because they are unable to include double blinding. Although these biases could lead to larger effect sizes and erroneously make these treatments look more effective, it is important not to discard findings solely because they are not double blinded.

6. Intervention fidelity

Knowledge of the quality of intervention delivery—intervention fidelity—is critical for interpreting the results of a clinical trial. Two broad types of fidelity are relevant: treatment integrity (ie, was the treatment implemented as intended) and treatment differentiation (ie, do comparators differ from the experimental treatment along with critical theoretical dimensions). These types of fidelity aid study interpretation in cases where an intervention is found to be beneficial. For example, when found to be beneficial, it must be known whether the intervention was actually delivered according to protocol or whether extraneous unstandardized factors may have accounted for the benefit (eg, addition of unintended external content/procedures or omission of some protocol elements). Conversely, if a new treatment is not found to be beneficial, evidence related to fidelity can aid in determining whether the intervention itself was ineffective or whether the internal validity of the study was compromised.

Five components of treatment fidelity were identified by the 2004 NIH Behavior Change Consortium as being relevant to psychosocial interventions: design, therapist training, treatment delivery, participant receipt of the intervention, and treatment enactment. To better understand fidelity, each component will be briefly described.

6.1. Design

Some procedures to enhance fidelity can be implemented before initiating the study, while the study is being designed. Fidelity in
6.2. Training

For a treatment to be delivered as intended, at a minimum, providers need to have received the same training and access to the same set of therapeutic skills. This training helps to minimize differential outcomes based on the provider rather than the treatment itself. Provider training should be standardized and often involves the use of provider manuals, training in groups, and role-playing with standardized mock patients. Before initiating the study, providers should meet well-defined performance criteria that can be assessed with written knowledge-based examinations, observation in role-play, or both. Given the tendency for provider skills to drift over time, it is recommended that regular supervision of therapists occurs and that booster sessions be used to recalibrate providers to the original standardized protocol. Once the study begins, supervised sessions can be helpful in addressing real-world issues that arise and can insure that proposed solutions are consistent with the protocol. Clear definitions of provider education and qualifications can also help to insure fidelity in training. Finally, the relative pros and cons of using separate providers for each condition vs having all providers deliver all conditions should be considered. Although cross-nesting interventionists may increase concerns about strict adherence to conditions (eg, concerns about cross-contamination of conditions), this can be managed by continuing fidelity monitoring throughout the trial, while using separate interventionists for each condition introduces the problem of interventionist characteristics influencing treatment outcomes.

6.3. Delivery

A well-trained provider may or may not deliver the intervention in accord with the protocol. Time constraints may lead to omissions of content and previous therapeutic experiences may lead a therapist to insert extraneous content and deviations into the protocol. Interviewing potential applicants before initiating the study can help insure the presence of desired therapist characteristics (eg, empathy, warmth, and enthusiasm) so that these characteristics are evenly distributed across conditions. Audio or videotaping sessions can also help monitor provider delivery fidelity through the use of content checklists as well as the use of supervision forums where sessions can be reviewed.

6.4. Receipt of treatment

A well-trained prescriber can select, instruct, and administer an efficacious medication, but if the patient never takes it, it will not be helpful. Similarly, in behavioral interventions, fidelity checks need to be made both on the provider side as well as on the side of the patient recipient. That is, it is important to know whether participants actually comprehend what the provider is providing and what the patient’s responsibilities are when required (eg, home practice). If participants lack comprehension, an otherwise beneficial intervention will fail to show any effect. Not only must participants understand the content, they must have the ability and willingness to use the skills being discussed when required. For example, in an aquatic exercise intervention, participants may comprehend the importance and potential aerobic benefits of such exercise but may not have access to a pool. Pretest and posttest knowledge questionnaires, review of homework, and self-monitoring logs can assist with this form of fidelity check. Typically, receipt of treatment fidelity monitors for both comprehension and initial use of the strategies during treatment delivery (eg, narrative notes on participation, comprehension, and effort on homework).

6.5. Enactment

Enactment refers to whether participants use the active ingredient of the treatment, as prescribed, at the appropriate time in real-life situations. Use of the skill in real-life situations would assume that (1) the skill had been appropriately taught, (2) comprehended, and (3) learned sufficiently to be acted on when appropriate. These aspects of enactment are often evaluated through the knowledge-based assessments, use of self-report logs, staff observation, and interviews. Enactment fidelity is typically assessed posttreatment or during a follow-up period. In 2011, Borelli published a 30-item checklist for implementing and reporting on all 5 components of fidelity in clinical trials.

7. Intervention adherence

The term “adherence” (compliance) again comes from pharmaceutical clinical trial terminology referring to the extent to which a patient follows medical instructions (eg, pill taking). In contrast to the conventional expectation of passive patient acquiescence to providers’ instructions, adherence implies a more active, voluntary collaborative involvement of a patient in a mutually acceptable course of behavior to produce a desired preventive or therapeutic result. The concept of adherence can be and has been expanded to include aspects of behavioral treatments, but this latter application significantly complicates the original meaning. Adherence can refer to the investigator and therapist adhering to the treatment protocol and to the patient adhering to the treatment recommendations (eg, attending scheduled appointments and completing assigned tasks). In addition, the therapist might include audiotaping of the treatment session or direct observation by a third party to determine whether the protocol and content were followed as specified in a treatment manual. There are a number of different ways to assess patient adherence, which may include measures of treatment attendance, actual pill consumption (date and time), urine and blood assays, and measures of actual participation in water aerobics (date and time).

A patient may believe that the intervention likely has some benefit, but they may lack the belief that they are competent to make use of the content, that is, they may have low self-efficacy2
or high levels of fear of performance of some physical exercises because they believe that they will injury themselves or performance will exacerbate their pain. In studies where both enactment and adherence are poor, it becomes difficult to discern whether the enactment was poor (i.e., poor internal reliability) or whether the overall treatment was simply non efficacious.

In addition to methods to assess adherence described in the previous section of this article, homework logs and attendance at therapy sessions can also be used to assess patient adherence. For exercise-based and activity-based treatments, assessment of changes in physical capacity or functioning can be used as a surrogate for adherence.

8. Demographic and cultural considerations

Demographic and cultural considerations, while important in all research, play an important role in the design of clinical trials involving behavioral approaches to the management of chronic pain. In addition to the need to consider demographically and culturally sensitive recruitment strategies, behavioral approaches may also consider adapting intervention content to be more relevant to special populations.

Drawing on the psychotherapy literature, it has been hypothesized that evidence-based psychological treatments may be more effective when they are compatible with patients’ cultural patterns and worldviews. This may also be the case for behavioral approaches to the management of chronic pain. Cultural adaptation may improve treatment engagement, re-levance, relevance, and outcomes. Relatively few studies to date have explicitly examined the efficacy of culturally adapted interventions to manage chronic pain.

Tailoring behavioral interventions to be relevant to the patient population can take a number of forms. For example, the language of the intervention is an important consideration. If interventions are not available in a language that can be understood by a patient, it may be difficult or impossible to use. Culturally appropriate translations are essential to ensuring that interventions can be used with non-English-speaking populations. Furthermore, it may be important to consider adapting languages within English-speaking populations to reflect dialects and cultural norms of the population being treated. A handful of research studies have reported on adaptations to CBT for chronic pain materials for specific patient populations. For example, Reid et al. developed and piloted a tailored protocol for older adults with chronic low back pain. Tailoring methods included the use of larger font on handouts and the use of age-appropriate examples. Thorn et al. tailored a CBT for chronic pain protocol for a rural audience who was majority African American, low socioeconomic status, and low literacy. Adaptations to materials included revising content to be written in active voice with simple sentence structures at a fifth-grade reading level, increasing the use of white space, and using culturally appropriate graphics. This research group interviewed key informants and conducted focus groups with their target population to modify materials before conducting a randomized trial.

Cultural knowledge and metaphors, including symbols, idioms, and concepts, should also be considered in intervention development when possible. For example, in CBT for chronic pain, a popular metaphor to describe the difference between acute and chronic pain is the “check engine light” metaphor, in which the check engine light of a car is used as a metaphor for the experience of pain. For populations who have little experience driving or do not own a car, more suitable metaphors and analogies may be needed.

Treatment methods may also need to be modified based on demographic and cultural factors. For example, although many behavioral treatments are designed to be delivered to patients individually, some cultures value collectivism and family in-volvement. Considerations of involving family members in treatment (e.g., allowing them to attend sessions) may improve treatment engagement and the efficacy in these cases. Similarly, considerations of the timing or format of delivery (e.g., weekly vs every other week; in person vs using technology-assisted delivery) may enhance treatment engagement for populations who may otherwise find it challenging to engage in behavioral interventions (e.g., because of work or childcare obligations). For example, there is a growing body of work examining ways to use technology to adapt CBT-CP, such as the use of interactive voice response technology or web-based platforms.

9. Conclusion

Interest in development and evaluation of novel nonopioid pharmacological and particularly behavioral approaches to pain management is growing. Conducting trials for behavioral approaches for pain management engenders a number of issues that diverge from traditional analgesic studies. In Table 1, we have outlined several key issues that should be considered in designing a clinical trial of such approaches. This article highlights these and other issues and offers a discussion of possible options for addressing and resolving them. In particular, discussed are issues related to stages of intervention development, research design, adequate and appropriate control and comparison conditions, outcomes, including the importance of a priori specification of primary outcomes, recruitment and sampling biases and blinding, treatment specificity and fidelity, patient acceptance of treatment and adherence, and cultural sensitivity. Investigators contemplating a clinical trial of a novel pain management approach are encouraged to consider these issues and decisions that may be relatively specific to the conduct of trials of behavioral interventions as well as the additional guidance for designing and conducting any clinical trial offered in this series.
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